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BRASSERIE BLANC
Retro-inspired pendant
lighting illuminates this
Raymond Blanc restaurant

CREATING
&MANUFACTURING
BESPOKE LIGHTING

FOR DECADES

Touche de classe

CASE STUDY

The Raymond Blanc
restaurant chain wanted to
create a contemporary yet
cosy feel for its new Milton
Keynes restaurant.

Working in association
with Blacksheep design
agency, Chantelle Lighting
manufactured two large
retro inspired pendant
lights which would help
to illuminate the whole
venue and complement the
dark fabric used in seating
areas.
Our team of craftsmen
and women manufactured
the multiple arms on the
pendants using brass,
finishing off each fitting

DESIGN
Sketches on paper
evolve to become
professional 3D CAD
designs ready to come
to life

MANUFACTURING
Artisan craftsmen and
women create bespoke
products from our
Lancashire home

OUR NEW RANGES
Think 1960s “Swinging
London” - inspiration
for our new retro
ranges

BESPOKE LED MASTERPIECE

It needed to be timeless light fitting which would be in keeping
with the original features which were being retained in the
building, such as balustrades from the 1960s, but also needed
to work well with the modern elements of the refurbishment.

“

Proposed was a nine ring circular aluminium chandelier,
designed to complement the oval descent of the stairs fitted
with LED tape with offered a long life span and low operating
costs.

The fitting is simple in nature but has totally
transformed the building, making it come
alive to staff who work there every day and
one-off visitors

“

Chantelle Lighting’s design team was tasked with creating
a feature chandelier which would create a focal point for
everyone coming into and working in the Southend Civic
Centre that was also energy efficient with low maintenance
costs.

DESIGN

Many of our show-stopping lighting designs started as a simple
sketch on a piece of paper. We work closely with our designer
and architect partners to bring concepts to life, first through
detailed drawings and then on to 3D CAD designs. A vital stage
in the Chantelle jigsaw and the moment the lighting brief
becomes real.

PROJECT
CO-ORDINATION
Ensuring a smooth transition from design to completion is vital.
Our project coordinators guide clients through the journey from
order placement to arrival on site, offering advice and peace of
mind throughout.

CREATE

DEVELOP
Brass, glass and many other
materials into the creation
of our handmade lighting
products all manufactured
on our shop floor.
Concepts from CAD
designs are brought to life
by our skilled team who
ensure lighting is not only
in full working order, but
looks stunning too.

MANUFACTURE
Our factory floor is a wealth of creative knowledge.

Boasting a highly skilled team of craftsmen and artisans,
they work with a range of materials to create an array of
bespoke masterpieces.

CARNABY
COLLECTION

Carnaby Quant

Carnaby Sedgwick

Carnaby Springfield

Carnaby Springfield
Carnaby Quant

Carnaby Onasis

Carnaby Pallenberg

Carnaby Twiggy

Carnaby Sedgwick
Carnaby Ono

RETROSPECT
COLLECTION

Retrospect Fontane

Retrospect Bardot

Retrospect Charles

Retrospect Hepburn

Retrospect Jackson

Retrospect Presley

Retrospect Kingston

Retrospect Romero

VOYAGE
COLLECTION

Retrospect Ascend

Retrospect Flight

Retrospect Solo

Retrospect Duo

